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                              Abstract 
Mobile ad hoc network is a wireless network without fixed 
base stations or any wire line backbone infrastructure. The 
nodes use peer-to-peer packet transmissions and multi hop 
routes to communicate with one another. The networks 
topology is continuously changing due to frequent node 
movements and hence dynamic routing protocols are 
required to establish and maintain the routes. The medium 
access control (MAC) protocol performs the challenging 
task of resolving contention amongst nodes while sharing 
the common wireless channel for transmitting packets. 
Traditional random channel access protocols that are used 
in wired networks, such as carrier sense multiple access 
(CSMA), are not very effective here. This paper provide a 
survey of MAC protocols developed for mobile ad hoc 
(MANETs) in the past based on certain methods and 
techniques such as multiple radios, multiple channels. The 
purpose of this article is to give the readers a general idea 
on the various techniques and methods used in literature to 
develop MAC protocols for MANETs. 
Keywords: Medium Access Control (MAC), Mobile 
Ad hoc Networks (MANETs), CSMA, ALHO. 

1. Introduction 
 

A mobile ad-hoc network (MANET) is formed by a 
cluster of mobile hosts without the infrastructure of 
base stations. Due to the transmission range 
constraint for a transceiver, two mobile hosts may 
communicate with each other either directly, if they 
are close enough, or indirectly, by having other 
intermediate mobile hosts relay their packets. Since 
no base station is required, one of its main 
advantages is that it can be rapidly deployed. The 
applications of MANETs appear in places where pre-
deployment of network infrastructure is difficult or 
unavailable (e.g., fleets in oceans, armies in march, 
natural disasters, battle fields, festival field grounds, 
and historic sites)[1] 
 

The IEEE project 802 standard recommend an 
international standard for Wireless Local Area 
Network (WLANs) and provides detailed medium 
access control (MAC) and physical (PHY) layer 
specification for WLANs. 
 
WLAN can operate in two modes namely 
infrastructure based and infrastructure-less mode or 
ad-hoc mode. 

a) Infrastructure: Wireless mobile networks 
have traditionally been based on the cellular 
concept and relied on good infrastructure 
support, in which mobile devices 
communicate with access points like base 
stations connected to the fixed network 
infrastructure. Typical examples of this kind 
of wireless network are GSM, UMTS, WLL, 
WLAN, etc. [2]. 
 

b) Infrastructure less: The mobile wireless 
network is commonly known as a mobile ad 
hoc network (MANET). A MANET is a 
collection of wireless nodes that can 
dynamically form a network to exchange 
information without using any pre-existing 
fixed network infrastructure [2]. Wireless ad 
hoc network themselves are an independent, 
wide area of research and application, 
instead of being only just a complement of 
the cellular system. 

 
2. Important Issues 

 
There are several important issues in ad hoc wireless 
networks [4]. Most ad hoc wireless network 
applications use the Industrial, Scientific and Medical 
(ISM) band that is free from licensing formalities. 
Since wireless is a tightly controlled medium, it has 
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limited channel bandwidth that is typically much less 
than that of wired networks. 

 
Besides, the wireless medium is inherently error 
prone. Even though a radio may have sufficient 
channel bandwidth, factors such as multiple 
access, signal fading, and noise and interference 
can cause the effective throughput in wireless 
networks to be significantly lower. Since 
wireless nodes may be mobile, the network 
topology can change frequently without any 
predictable pattern. Usually the links between 
nodes would be bi-directional, but there may be 
cases when differences in transmission power 
give rise to unidirectional links, which 
necessitate special treatment by the Medium 
Access Control (MAC) protocols. Ad hoc 
network nodes must conserve energy as they 
mostly rely on batteries as their power source. 
The security issues should be considered in the 
overall network design, as it is relatively easy to 
eavesdrop on wireless transmission. Routing 
protocols require information about the current 
topology, so that a route from a source to a 
destination may be found. However, the existing 
routing schemes, such as distance-vector and 
link-state based protocols, lead to poor route 
convergence and low throughput for dynamic 
topology. Therefore, a new set of routing 
schemes is needed in the ad hoc wireless context 
[4]. 
 
MAC layer, sometimes also referred to as a 
sublayer of the ‘Data Link’ layer, involves the 
functions and procedures necessary to transfer 
data between two or more nodes of the network. 
It is the responsibility of the MAC layer to 
perform error correction for anomalies occurring 
in the physical layer. The layer performs specific 
activities for framing, physical addressing, and 
flow and error controls. It is responsible for 
resolving conflicts among different nodes for 
channel access. Since the MAC layer has a direct 
bearing on how reliably and efficiently data can 
be transmitted between two nodes along the 
routing path in the network, it affects the Quality 
of Service (QoS) of the network. The design of a 
MAC protocol should also address issues caused 
by mobility of nodes and an unreliable time 
varying channel [4]. 
 
 
 

3. Classification of MAC Protocols 
 

Based on different criteria such as initiation 
approach, time synchronization and reservation 
approaches, MAC protocol can be classified into 3 
basic categories: 

i. Contention Based Protocols: 
Contention Based Protocols follow a 
contention based channel access policy. 
Nodes do not make any resource 
reservation a priori. Whenever it 
receives a packet to be transmitted, it 
contends with its neighbour nodes for 
access to the shared channel. This 
protocol does not guarantee the QoS. 
Contention based protocols can be 
further classified into sender initiated 
and receive initiated [3].  
 

ii. Contention Based Protocol with 
Reservation Mechanisms: 
Contention based protocols does not 
support real time traffic since nodes do 
not guarantee periodic access to the 
channel. For supporting such traffic, 
some protocols have mechanisms for 
reserving bandwidth a priori. These 
protocols can be classified into two: 
Synchronous protocols which require 
time synchronization among all nodes 
and asynchronous protocols which do 
not require any global synchronization 
among nodes.  

 
iii. Contention Based Protocol with 

Scheduling Mechanisms: These 
protocols focus on the packet 
scheduling at nodes, and also 
scheduling nodes for access to the 
channel. Node scheduling is done in 
such a manner that all nodes are treated 
fairly and no nodes are starved of 
bandwidth [3]. 

 

4. Various MAC Protocols 
 
a. AOLHA and S-ALOHA 

ALOHA [5] was the first MAC protocol proposed for 
packet radio networks; the ALOHA (Hello in 
hawaian) process is based on random access: when a 
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node wants to use a com- mon channel, first, it 
transmits on it, then, if a transmission collision 
occurs, it waits for a random time before 
retransmitting again. 
 
The maximum throughput of this protocol is 18.4% 
of the channel capacity for a fixed message length. 
The ALOHA random access causes an important 
throughput reduction. So, a slotted version, named S-
ALOHA [5], was proposed: this protocol divides the 
medium into several time slots and a sender attempts 
to transmit at the beginning of a time slot. Compared 
to ALOHA, in S-ALOHA the vulnerable period of a 
transmission is halved, so doubling the efficiency 
(maximum throughput) of the system. 

 
b. MACA  

Multiple access with collision avoidance (MACA) 
was proposed to resolve the hidden node and the 
exposed node problems and also to provide the 
ability to perform per-frame transmission power 
control. When a mobile node overhears some 
RTS/CTS frames corresponding to transmissions in 
other nodes, it does not need to remain completely 
silent and it can communicate with other neighboring 
nodes with lower transmission power [6].  
 
MACA does not use carrier sensing. After waiting for 
a random number of time slots (where each time slot 
is equal to the time required for the RTS frame to 
reach the intended receiver), a mobile node transmits 
regardless of the medium status. In MACA, a three 
way handshake RTS-CTS-DATA is adopted. Note 
that, there is no ACK frame. It is assumed that the 
MAC layer frame loss will be taken care of by some 
higher layer protocols. Some mobiles overhearing 
RTS must defer their transmission until CTS is 
received by the sender. In order to avoid interference 
to data frame transmission, other mobiles intercepting 
CTS postpone their transmission until DATA is 
received by the receiver. This can be achieved by 
using a time parameter in the header of RTS and 
CTS. MACA uses the binary exponential back-off 
(BEB) algorithm and the back-off time always 
decreases regardless of the channel status. MACA 
does not have link-level acknowledgements of data 
transmissions. If a data transmission fails, 
retransmission has to be initiated by the transport 
layer. This can cause significant delays in the 
transmission of data. This problem can be solved by 

introducing link level acknowledgement in MACA 
[6]. 
 
 

c. IEEE 802.11 MAC scheme 
The IEEE 802.11 specifies two modes of MAC 
protocol: distributed coordination function (DCF) 
mode (for ad hoc networks) and point coordination 
function (PCF) mode (for centrally coordinated 
infrastructure-based networks)[4]. The DCF in IEEE 
802.11 is based on CSMA with Collision Avoidance 
(CSMA/CA), which can be seen as a combination of 
the CSMA and MACA schemes. The protocol uses 
the RTS–CTS–DATA–ACK sequence for data 
transmission.  
 
Not only does the protocol use physical carrier 
sensing, it also introduces the novel concept of virtual 
carrier sensing. This is implemented in the form of a 
Network Allocation Vector (NAV), which is 
maintained by every node. The NAV contains a time 
value that represents the duration up to which the 
wireless medium is expected to be busy because of 
transmissions by other nodes. Since every packet 
contains the duration information for the remainder 
of the message, every node overhearing a packet 
continuously updates its own NAV. Time slots are 
divided into multiple frames and there are several 
types of inter frame spacing (IFS) slots. In increasing 
order of length, they are the Short IFS (SIFS), Point 
Coordination Function IFS (PIFS), DCF IFS (DIFS) 
and Extended IFS (EIFS). The node waits for the 
medium to be free for a combination of these 
different times before it actually transmits. Different 
types of packets can require the medium to be free 
for a different number or type of IFS. For instance, in 
ad hoc mode, if the medium is free after a node has 
waited for DIFS, it can transmit a queued packet. 
Otherwise, if the medium is still busy, a backoff 
timer is initiated. The initial backoff value of the 
timer is chosen randomly from between 0 and CW-1 
where CW is the width of the contention window, in 
terms of time-slots. After an unsuccessful 
transmission attempt, another backoff is performed 
with a doubled size of CW as decided by binary 
exponential backoff (BEB) algorithm. Each time the 
medium is idle after DIFS, the timer is decremented. 
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When the timer expires, the packet is transmitted. 
After each successful transmission, another random 
backoff (known as post-backoff) is performed by the 
transmission-completing node. A control packet such 
as RTS, CTS or ACK is transmitted after the medium 
has been free for SIFS [4]. 

 
d. Carrier Sense Multiple Access 

(CSMA) protocol  
In CSMA a node that has data to send, senses the 
common channel at first: if it is idle it transmits, 
otherwise, it attempts again after a random time. 
Collision Detection (CSMA/CD) was then added, to 
detect collisions during transmissions, stopping them 
and attempt again later. CSMA/CD is still not 
optimal in case of charged network, when a lot of 
collisions can occur. The main weakness of 
CSMA/CD is that it does not solve the problem of the 
hidden and the exposed terminals [5]. 

 
e. Code Division Multiple Access 

In Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) protocols 
several orthogonal codes are available, and each node 
uses one code to “encrypt” messages before 
transmitting them. For example, the Multi-Code 
MAC (MC MAC) [5] uses, among the several 
available codes, one common code for control packet 
transmissions and other codes for data transmissions. 
In MC MAC, a sender node indicates in its RTS the 
code that it will use for the transmission. When 
receiving an RTS, if there is no code conflict with 
another transmission, the receiver replies by CTS; 
otherwise, the receiver exchanges its usable codes 
with the sender that will select one of them then 
retransmits a RTS packet again. When receiving 
CTS, the sender starts its transmission. 

 
f. Multi Channel MAC (MMAC) 

protocol 
The Multi Channel MAC (MMAC) protocol is a 
multi-channel MAC solution that requires one radio 
device per node. MMAC is not an asynchronous 
protocol which means that nodes in the network 
require network wide clock synchronization. In 
MMAC, time is divided into beacon intervals of 100 
ms. These beacon intervals are further subdivided 

into a 20 ms ATIM (Ad Hoc Traffic Indication 
Message) window and a data window. During the 
ATIM window, nodes negotiate a new data channel 
and then switch to the data channel for actual data 
exchange [7]. ATIM is a term borrowed from the 
original IEEE 802.11 Power Saving scheme. A data 
structure called Preferable Channel List (PCL) is 
maintained by each node in the network. The PCL 
data structure contains channel usage information of 
the surrounding nodes. Three different preference 
levels are assigned to the channels namely, high, 
medium and low. High preference means that the 
channel is currently in use for the duration of the 
current beacon interval. Medium preference means 
that the channel is free to be used if a node wants to 
use it. Low preference means that one or more 
neighboring nodes are currently using the channel 
and hence is not available for use. Load balancing 
between channels is achieved by maintaining a per 
channel counter to record the channel usage in a 
beacon interval. The hosts switch to the base channel 
for exchanging ATIM messages for channel 
negotiation and reservation but the same base channel 
can also be used for data exchange outside of ATIM 
window. When a sender wants to transmit data to a 
destination node, it inserts its PCL list into the ATIM 
frame and sends it to the destination node. If the 
destination node can find a free channel from the 
senders PCL list, it will reply with an ATIM-ACK 
frame. If the source and destination cannot find a free 
channel, they will wait for the next beacon interval. 
In the next beacon interval, if they find a free 
channel, source node will send an ATIM-res frame 
and the two nodes can start exchanging data on the 
selected channel. MMAC achieves better throughput 
than DCA using a single radio interface. The 
significant overhead that MMAC adds to the network 
is the bandwidth consumed to achieve clock 
synchronization between nodes and the fixed ATIM 
window size for channel reservation [7]. 

 

5. Conclusion 
 

In this paper, a survey of the medium access control 
(MAC) approaches for wireless mobile ad hoc 
networks is presented. The article starts with the 
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introduction about MANET and issues in MANET. 
In general, as MAC level throughput increases, the 
energy efficiency also increases due to decrease in 
the number of frame retransmissions. However, the 
approach using directional antennas results in more 
power consumption. But the use of power efficient 
MAC protocol increases the overall efficiency of a 
MANET by saving per node energy consumption 
Persistence in transmission increases the maximum 
throughput, but the throughput stability may 
decrease. 
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